Hi everyone!
It is that time of week again, it seems to come
around so quickly. I hope you have all enjoyed
the gorgeous weather we have had in the past
week.
I am missing you all a lot and hope you are
continuing to stay safe.
Remember to check BBC Bitesize (Year 4) in
addition to my activities.
Writing
On Saturday two Astronauts flew in a rocket in
the International Space Station so this week’s
writing is Space themed.
Below is a photograph – use it to create a story
about the two astronauts. Describe where they
are, what is it in front of them? How will they
feel? You can add speech (remember to
punctuate correctly)
Will there be a problem?

Maths
Log onto Education City to find lots of maths
game – I add more each week. The can be
found on My City under Classwork and
Homework

Times Tables
Timestables Rock stars for 20 mins. Their login
is in the front of their Homework Diary or in
the home learning pack that was sent out from
school.

Challenge:

Challenge: Can you achieve “Breakthrough
Artist” on Studio?

Can you make a picture of space using only
squares, circles and triangles?

Practise 6, 7 and 9s this could be done on Hit
the Button (topmarks.com) or you can create
your own beastie sheet!

Reading
Read for at least 15 – 20 minutes each day,
this can either be to yourself or to an adult.
Log into Oxford Reading Owls and read a book
online.
I have created an account for everyone on
Readtheory.org – usernames are tp followed by
first name of the child underscore and
surname e.g. tpfirst_surname password:
password123

DT
Can you make a model of a space rocket out of
recycled materials from your home?

Spellings
Possible, potatoes, pressure, probably, promise,
purpose, quarter, question, recent, regular –
practise in your neatest handwriting.

Send any completed work or photos to:
parents@tileryprimary.org.uk
I would love to see!
Stay safe and have fun!
Love from Miss Thomson, Mrs Loughran & Mrs
Gergely

PE
Check our Facebook page for ideas on how to
keep active.
PE with Joe Wicks on YouTube.

